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Soft Play helped to create a multiple-story play attraction at the Kennedy Space Center 
Visitor Complex. We partnered with Brian Morrow Productions to turn an IMAX theater 
into a fully immersive play experience.

Planet Play, as big as the Universe...

PROJECT
   OVERVIEW

Imagination is there,
waiting to be reached.

• 6,000 sq. ft. 

• 50’ High Ceilings

• 5 Contained Play Towers

• 3 Rope Bridges

• 1 Hand Sculpted, 17’ Diameter Sun

• 6 Additional Planets 9’ in Diameter and up



• Mercury: 11’

• Mars: 9’

• Saturn: 12’

• Uranus: 9’

• Neptune: 90”

• Pluto: 9’

• The Sun: 17’

Sculpted foam planets crafted by
Play Soft artists.

*All measured in diameter.
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THE SOLAR
   SYSTEM

PLANET
    DIMENSIONS*

The Sun and planets were hand crafted and 
painted by Soft Play’s talented in-house 
artists and designers. Color accuracy, precise 
design and safety were the goal every step 
of the way.
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CONTAINED
   PLAY TOWERS
The nontraditional contained play towers at Planet Play are a one-of-a-kind experience. Integrated across multiple 
levels, the themed play towers not only challenge a child’s physical abilities, but also engage their critical thinking, 
spatial awareness and social skills. The structures feature unique slides, obstacles and interactive learning panels 
that all support and enhance the child’s space experience.

MERCURY
• Tower diameter is approximately 10’
• Total height is 41’ tall
• Approximate capacity is 60 users
• ADA tower with bridge linking to other planets

MARS
• Tower diameter is 6’-6”
• Total height is 39’ tall
• Approximate capacity is 45 users
• Bridges link to other planets

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Kid-friendly surface ensures the safest environment

• Flooring design creates more opportunities to play

• 1.75” Rated at 4’ Fall Height under ASTM F1292

•  Meets ASTM F1951 ADA accessibility 
requirements

SATURN
• Tower diameter is 8’
• Total height is 22’ tall
• Approximate capacity is 35 users
• Contains ball shooting activity on rings

URANUS
• 10’ freestanding small climber with rope access

PLUTO
• Tower diameter is 6’
• Total height is 25’ tall
• Approximate capacity is 40 users
• Bridges link to other planets
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THE 
   LAUNCH PAD 3-2-1 BLAST OFF!
The Launch Pad at Planet Play transforms kids into real NASA astronaut. Throughout the building 
process, the Soft Play team wanted to create a real-life experience of a spacecraft launch. Digital 
screens, The STOMP, a sculpted foam spacecraft and other Soft Play products work together to help 
you Blast off. Up to four players can STOMP at the same time to help fuel the spacecraft for take-off. 
When ready, the digital screens initiates a count down. Little astronauts prepare for takeoff as the 
spacecraft rumbles with sound effects and then are catapulted into space!
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TODDLER
   AREA This project was designed with even the smallest space explorers in mind. Soft Play pro-

vided a sculpted foam moon rover and rocks which are suitable for toddler play. Parents 

can be at ease knowing that our sculpted foam pieces are naturally anti-bacterial and 

encourage active, creative and age-appropriate play. While their little ones explore, they 

can rest on the comfortable seating area which houses multiple charging outlets.

SCULPTED FOAM
   BENEFITS

• Soft and durable surfaces with UV stable colors
• Great visibility allows parents and caregivers to watch children play
• Antibacterial coating to promote healthy play environment
• Smooth surfaces allow for ease of cleaning and maintenance
• Play opportunities promote active, creative and age-appropriate play
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ASTEROID
   SLIDE
Check dodging asteroids off your bucket list!

Soft Play combined their product with amazing light features to create an epic twist to the 
Planet Play Experience – an Asteroid Slide. With a length of over 42 ft. long, this slide will get 
the tiny space explorers from one floor to the other, transporting them to their next space 
destination. As kids slide down, they will kick away the asteroids to avoid collision. Once 
they make it to the bottom, they have successfully dodged the asteroids and arrived at their 
destination safely. Unless they want to try their luck again! 
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  DATA
QUEST

Housed on Saturn’s rings, Data Quest is an interactive, heads-up game that 
allows multiple players to work together to help satellites Cassini, Juno and 
New Horizons gather data to send back to Earth! Data Quest was designed to 
provide a fun way for kids to learn about NASA’s satellites and how they help 
humankind gain more knowledge on our great solar system and beyond.

Game Rules: 

1. Load data balls into the top of the ball launcher

2. Swivel the launcher to aim towards a target in any of the three satellites 

3. Press the button on the back of the launcher to launch a data ball 

4. To reload, just gather more data balls from the ball-return below.
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POUR-IN-PLACE
   SAFETY
      FLOORING
Soft Play’s Pour-In-Place safety flooring system was designed to activate 
the floor space while providing a safer environment for children to play 
and imagine. One spot in particular is a continuation of the sculpted 
Sun into the flooring with different Pour-In-Place colors, including 
shades of oranges and purples. The darker colors 
allow long-lasting performance, and the touch 
of brightness from the Sun gamifies the 
floor and creates the perfect stage 
for space exploration.

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Kid-friendly surface ensures the safest environment

• Flooring design creates more opportunities to play

• 1.75” Rated at 4’ Fall Height under ASTM F1292

•  Meets ASTM F1951 ADA accessibility 
requirements

BENEFITS
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SPACE-TIME
   FABRIC 
Albert Einstein imagined that space and time are woven together like an invisible 
fabric that stretches across the entire universe. Like a trampoline, mass and energy 
cause it to bend and warp.

Soft Play helped to create a custom net design that helps kids understand the 
theory that Albert Einstein once talked about. A theory that has now been proven 
right. A small climbing chamber leads to the second level where the custom net 
design replaces the floor, and kids can test the theory for themselves.



softplay.com


